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Abstract— Although the biologically flexible flippers of the
cormorant (Phalacrocorax) are believed to be one of the most
important features to achieve optimal swimming performance
before take off, studies on a deformable bionic flipper with a
non-uniformly distributed stiffness are rare. In this paper, to
gain the unsteady hydrodynamic distribution between flexible
aquatic animals and the ambient medium during the power
stroke and recovery stroke, the numerical physical model
solutions which coupled fluid-structure interaction based on
computational fluid dynamics (FSI-CFD) are presented. We
quantified the three-axis component distribution, and the results
show that the horizontal force of the fluid will not provide
positive thrust during the initial take-off stage. Greater lift and
forerake moment are generated, which brings the body off the
water as soon as possible and reduces the angle of attack. As the
angle of attack decreases, the positive thrust will be generated,
and the forward velocity and the lift will be further increased.
As the draft area of the cormorant is reduced, the wings will
start flapping, further increasing the lift and thrust, and thus
taking off. The solver in the paper will serve as a framework
for the future bio-inspired studies involving active and passive
control associated with complex structural materials.

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been widely recognized that swimming presents
sophisticated and inspiring ventures in biomimetics and is
expected to innovate new applications in biorobotics [1]–
[4]. According to different bionic prototypes, the bionic
underwater robot adopts different propulsion methods, such
as imitating the jet propulsion of jellyfish achieved by shrink-
ing their cavity [5], the fin propulsion of fish [6], [7], etc.
Besides, the underwater propulsion methods of leg animals
(such as lizards, frogs, etc.) are also discussed [8], [9]. A
common feature associated with water birds swimming is
that biological swimmers (e.g., cormorant) propel and control
themselves in the water by oscillating their flippers and
bodies [10], [11]. Real flippers possess the flexibility and
therefore deform as they propel through the fluid. Swimming
is usually accompanied by visible bending and torsion of
the flexible flippers, which indicates the non-uniformly dis-
tributed stiffness performance (Fig. 1). On the other hand,
the instantaneous shapes of the flippers have a profound
influence on the fluid dynamic forces. It can be concluded
that the interplay of the fluid dynamic and structure inertial
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forces may significantly improve the swimming performance
(The water resistance is reduced about 2.5 times) [12], [13].
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Fig. 1. Lateral view of observed flippers power and recovery strategies
during cormorant swimming before take-off. Each image is cropped from
one camera’s full field of view. The cropped area does not change among
panels, representing flipper motion relative to still water. The amphibious
movements are achieved by the legs and flippers extending to propel the
body forward. Meanwhile, the flippers travel in a lateral, backward arc
relative to the body. Then the flippers begin to flex, bringing the legs forward
and collapsing onto each other to accumulate forces for the next stroke [14].
The flipper recovery process is with the minimal angle of attack and area
[15]. Noted that: the angle of attack was reduced for a take-off attitude
adjustment while increasing the thrust

Therefore, to unveil novel mechanisms of natural swim-
ming, we need to answer a central question on the physics
of fluid-structure interaction (FSI) under various unsteady
environments [16], in which the structure is subjected to
the motion induced by the unsteady fluid forces. In re-
turn, the flow around the structure is also affected by the
structural response [17]. Generally, elucidating the underly-
ing mechanism of biological FSI locomotion involving the
flexible deformation of aquatic animals relies on analyzing
the physics of the interaction using numerical techniques
[18] like Navier-Stokes equations (N-S equations), exper-
imental study like observation visualization tools Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV) [19] and testing measurement [20].
Although the experimental approaches can deal with the
biomimetic complexities in nature, in which the models
can be constructed with different physical materials, they
are still subjected to the availability of material diversity
for conducting a systematic parametric study. Computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) of swimming mechanical modeling
allows us to directly solve the N-S equations, which govern
biological fluid dynamics with the finite element methods
(FEM). It can visualize swimming to provide detailed infor-
mation on physical variables such as velocity and pressure at
the macro- and microscopic level and hence give an overall
understanding of the physical phenomena. The corresponding
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structure mechanics equations can be solved by the elastic
mechanics theory (EMT), to address the FSI gradually over
time iteratively.

In the paper, we focus on the study of a flipper of the
cormorant with complex variations of flexural rigidity, which
coupled FSI based on CFD (FSI-CFD). Our research group
has previously studied the two-phase flow hydrodynamics of
the cormorant’s flipper flapping on the water (power stroke)
[21]. The bionic flipper was geometrically modeled as a de-
formable plate with curve fitting and parameter optimization,
which is composed of the soft area connected to the rigid
area. Combined with the FSI solver, more detailed flow field
calculations have been carried out for the current research.
At the same time, the large deformation calculations of the
flipper in the recovery stroke are also obtained in FSI solver.
The dynamic process of the initial stage before rapid take-
off in the aspects of the flow characteristics and mechanical
properties can be estimated in FSI-CFD.

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD

A. FSI-CFD solver Framework
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Fig. 2. A schematic representation of the flipper in the simulation
computational domain. (A) Model setup for FSI of a flexible flipper
immersed in water flow, including the sketch of geometric model dimension
and coordinate setting. The calculation boundaries should be proper and
not disturb the fluid movement around the flipper. Too vast boundaries
will increase the grid amount and computational complexity; conversely,
too cramped boundaries will limit the fluid motion and not correspond to
reality. (B) Illustration of the flipper model where the soft area is attached
to the rigid area, including the interaction between the surrounding fluid
and flexible flipper, results in deformation. Note that the virtual restrictor
in the software is set on one side of the flipper and restricts the flipper to
deform only in one direction.

An integrated computational solver framework [21] based
on FVM (Finite Volume Method) in Ansys Fluent 19, is
applied in the paper to deal with the hydrodynamic problems
of the deformable organism in two-phase flow. The above
studies with live flipper experiments have some complexity
and limitations due to the difficulties of controlling a real
cormorant. To replicate the main morphological [22], kine-
matic [23] and dynamic [24] features of a real flipper in a
computational simulation domain (Fig. 2(A)), an alternative
way is to apply a bio-inspired robotic flipper with non-
uniformly distributed stiffness [25], which has excellent

mechanical properties [26]. In supplementary material, we
demonstrate the preparation of mechanical backgrounds such
as flipper morphology and kinematics.

The flipper which passes through both gas and liquid
phases consists of a soft area as outlined in Fig. 2(B). The
rectangular frame is the outside boundary in the calculated
fluid domain (Fig. 3(A)), where the top boundary is pressure
outlet which allowing free air circulation, and the others
are slipping walls without viscosity. The vicinity grids of
the flipper surface are compacted and performed with mesh
nonuniform optimization (Fig. 3(B)). Meanwhile, the opti-
mum grids were found from the grid independence test.

Fig. 3. Sketch of initially generated grids for global domain (A) and
local compaction (B), including the numerical calculation parameters in
both fluid mechanics and structure mechanics, respectively. The water-air
interface is virtual and only used for illustration, whose position is calculated
by the volume of fluid (VOF) gas-liquid two-phase method and grid mark
tracking method [27]. Noted that the grids of the flipper surface in the fluid
field are not consistent with those in the structure field. In FSI, force and
displacement are transferred with interpolation between two fields.

The significance and settings of the virtual restrictor in the
solver are as follows:

1. When the grids of soft area contact the virtual restrictor,
the contact area will produce a rigid rebound effect
on the soft area, thereby resisting the grids contin-
uing to move in the direction of the restrictor and
preventing them spatially overlapping. It is because the
cormorant’s flipper can only bend in one direction with
non-uniformly distributed stiffness like the human’s
palm.

2. Neither the virtual restrictor nor the linkage needs to
be gridded, so they do not directly participate in the
FSI calculation. Therefore, their position information is
only used for the structure mechanics, and will not be
transmitted to the fluid mechanics. It can be considered
that the fluid “penetrates” virtual restrictor and linkage
during the calculation process.

B. FSI-CFD solver Approach

In the paper, due to the high-velocity movement of the
flipper, the inertia has a significant influence on the analysis
of structural mechanics. Therefore, the transient dynamics
based on the FEM is used for calculation. In the model, the
flexible elastic deformation, inertia, soft body gravity, virtual
restrictor, the geometric motion of the linkage mechanism
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Fig. 4. FSI module boundary condition, data transfer correlation diagram and flow chart. The aerodynamic FSI solver needs to iteratively calculate the
fluid and structure mechanics solution processes and advance the time to obtain the calculation results at each time point, which has been explained in the
(A) diagram and (E) flowchart. The FSI mechanisms employed by flipper swimming before take-off are governed by (B) fluid boundary conditions, (C)
Structure boundary conditions and (D) interaction boundary conditions.

and fluid force are considered. In fluid mechanics, the k-
epsilon turbulence model, fluid gravity (buoyancy), and VOF
gas-liquid two-phase flow model are used for calculation.

The biofluid dynamics of swimming, especially the bidi-
rectional FSI process, is extremely complicated, and the
interactions may play significant roles in the efficient natural
locomotion. It is difficult to develop an accurate model to
reveal all the effects of these factors. In the paper, the
FSI-CFD numerical modeling is the partitioned approach,
which is based on a staggered iteration [28]–[30]. Having
performed the validation studies, we now demonstrate the
versatility of the current numerical method for some practical
applications. The main solution procedure of this method can
be summarized as:

1. The hydrodynamic force is interpolated onto the struc-
ture surface, and then the structural elastic mechanics
is solved;

2. The structure position and velocity are used to update
the fluid field, and then the new hydrodynamic force
can be obtained from the updated flow field.

1. and 2. are repeated until the results converge satisfactorily.
Note that the iteration time step is 0.5 ms. The above content
is explained in detail in Fig. 4. By inputting various con-
straint equations (Fig. 4 (B), (C) and (D)) in the computing
simulation to set the calculation boundary conditions (Fig.
4(A)), the calculation process can be advanced automatically
(Fig. 4(E)).

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Velocity and Pressure distribution

We applied the developed FSI solver to the flexible flipper
study aforementioned. A sequence of the flipper deformation
patterns obtained from the present simulation is shown in
supplementary video, where the different strokes are sepa-
rated. The result shows that the flipper experiences span-
wise and chordwise bending and also twisting deformations.
These deformation characteristics are typical in insect wings
[31] and fish fins [32], which are also consistent with the
observations from our high-speed videos [23].

According to the dynamic characteristics of the flipper
movement, this paper divides the motion into the following
three strokes:

1. Aerial stroke (0 - 490 ms): The flipper moves in the air.
The force and moment on the flipper are smaller due to
the less density and viscosity, which can be ignored.

2. Power stroke (490 - 760 ms): The flipper moves back-
ward in the water. The force and moment on the flipper
are significantly greater than those in the aerial stroke
due to the greater water resistance.

3. Recovery stroke (760 - 900 ms): The flipper moves
forward in the water. The force and moment on the
flipper are correspondingly greater than those in the
power stroke due to higher speed.

When the flipper enters the water, air masses are brought
into the water. The air masses shrink in the water as the flip-
per paddles. When the flipper moves to the lowest position
in the water, it is completely immersed in the water. When it
moves out of the water, because it cannot completely get out
of the water, it will take out more water on the windward
side. During the recovery stroke, the water even flows from
the toe to the heel through the flipper surface.

The bionic flipper that moves on and within complex
flowing environments can display both fluid and structure
behavior in response to stress in the FSI-CFD. Since the
flipper exhibits the characteristics of blunt body movement,
the fluid resistance of the flipper is mainly geometrical
resistance, and the frictional resistance can be ignored, which
means that the pressure difference between the sole and
instep surfaces can reflect the resistance of the flipper.

The pressure distribution has changed significantly from
the power stroke. The main features are:

1. In the power stroke, the pressure on the sole firstly
increases and then decreases, and the pressure at the
center of the soft area (outer half) is the largest.

2. In the power stroke, the pressure on the instep firstly
decreases and then increases, and the pressure at the
edge of the rigid area (inner half) is the lowest, which
is caused by the swirling vortex on the sole during the
movement.
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3. In the recovery stroke, the pressure on the instep
firstly increases and then decreases, and the soft area
is significantly deformed under the water resistance.
The area of maximum deformation is located at the
edge of the soft area, which is exactly the point of
upwind. The pressure in this area is also the largest in
the spatial distribution of the sole. The deformation of
the soft area reached its maximum at 820 ms, and the
pressure reached its maximum at this moment, which
was significantly greater than that in the power stroke.

4. In the recovery stroke, the pressure on the sole firstly
decreases and then increases, and the pressure on the
edge of the rigid area is the lowest.

B. Hydrodynamic analysis

Fig. 5(A) presents the three-axis and resultant force on the
flipper.

1. In the aerial stroke, the force is negligible compared to
other strokes.

2. After entering the water, forcey reaches the maximum
value in the power stroke at about 600 ms, and the
maximum value in the recovery stroke at about 820 ms.

3. After entering the water, forcex reaches the maximum
value in the power stroke during about 640 - 680 ms
and reaches the maximum value in the recovery stroke
during about 830 - 850 ms.

4. The resultant force is basically the same as forcex.
5. Forcez is in the order of 1 N in the power stroke, and

in the order of 10 N in the recovery stroke, which can



TABLE I
COMPARISON OF IMPULSE, IMPULSIVE MOMENT, AVERAGE FORCE AND AVERAGE MOMENT ON THE FLIPPER

Period Impulsex(N·s) Impulsey(N·s) Impulsive momentz(N·m·s) Average forcex(N) Average forcey(N) Average momentz(N·s)

A -0.004 -0.0006 -0.0009 - - -

P -2.053 1.556 -0.714 -7.06 5.76 -2.64

R 4.035 0.159 1.709 14.94 0.59 6.33

W 0.026 1.079 0.113 0.096 3.996 0.420
* A: Aerial stroke (0 - 490 ms), P: Power stroke (490 - 760 ms), R: Recovery stroke (760 - 900 ms) and W: Whole time (0 - 900 ms). The value

in the aerial stroke is too small, and all subsequent calculations are excluded.

be ignored compared with the resultant force and the
impact of the asymmetry of the flipper is limited.

Fig. 5(B) presents the three-axis and resultant moment,
whose reference point is the origin.

1. In the aerial stroke, the moment is negligible compared
to other strokes.

2. The resultant moment is mainly dominated by momentz ,
with limited influence from momentx and momenty .

3. After entering the water, momentz reaches the max-
imum value in the power stroke during about 640 -
680 ms, which is to turn the cormorant hypsokinesis.
Afterwards, the momentz reaches the maximum value
in the recovery stroke during about 830 - 850 ms,
which is to turn the cormorant forerake. The time at the
maximum momentz is the same as that at the maximum
resultant moment.

Note that X-axis points from the instep to the sole, thus the
positive forcex represents a hindrance to the forward move-
ment of the cormorant. The impulse and impulsive moment
in Table I reflect the cumulative time effects of fluid force
and moment. According to the Momentum Theorem and
Momentum Moment Theorem: Change of Impulse = Total
Impulse, Change of Momentum Moment = Total Moment.
Based on the integrated results in Table I, we can predict
the changes in momentum and momentum moment of the
cormorant’s flipper as follows:

1. As with the conclusion of the force analysis, the fluid
force and moment in the aerial stroke are relatively
small and can be ignored.

2. Impulsey is positive after entering the water, which
means that the fluid force can provide the flipper with
a lifting effect to resist gravity. Impulsey in the power
stroke is greater than that in the recovery stroke.

3. Impulsive momentz causes the cormorant hypsokinesis
in the power stroke and forerake in the recovery stroke.
Because the absolute value of the former is smaller
than that of the latter, impulsive momentz dominates the
turning of the cormorant forerake in the whole stroke.

4. After entering the water, impulsex will affect the hori-
zontal movement of the cormorant. Impulsex is forward
in the power stroke and backward in the recovery stroke.
The absolute value of the latter is twice that of the
former. Impulsex during the whole stroke is positive,
meaning that the total effect of this series of actions
is to reduce the momentum of the cormorant’s forward

movement, thereby the cormorant cannot obtain a net
forward impetus through fluid force.

5. The recovery stroke is shorter than the power stroke,
and the average forcex in the recovery stroke can reach
four times that in the power stroke.

6. The average forcey is 3.996 N. So, both flippers can
contribute nearly 8 N lift, and the weight of the
cormorant is about 3 kg. As a rough estimate, the
cormorant rises by about 10 cm if we assume that it
has a balanced buoyancy and gravity during a treading
period. It is close to the phenomenon we have observed,
where the cormorant only needs the first cycle of flipper
treading to make the wings emerge from the water and
begin to flap in the next period.

At this stage, the flipper swims in the water to gain
the impetus to take off. In the initial phase of take-off,
the cormorant is more inclined to obtain a lift from the
water. At the same time, the flipper captures a moment that
makes the cormorant forerake, so that the angle of attack of
the body gradually decreases, obtaining forward propulsion.
As the draught area decreases, the wings of the cormorant
begin to flap, further increasing the lift and thrust. Then
the angle of attack started to increase gradually, and the lift
coefficient subsequently increased, which further accelerates
the take-off. The role of the flipper is producing the primary
acceleration of take-off. The wings act when gaining a certain
speed above the water surface, which is also evidenced by
the conclusion of birds taking off on land [33].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we adopted a numerical solver to investigate
the FSI-CFD in aquatic propulsion of flipper treading water
during the cormorant takes off through a coupling of fluid
mechanics with FEA and structure mechanics with EMT.
The present solver can also be easily further applied by
solving the hydrodynamics of molluscs, which pioneers the
prospect of describing accurately mechanical characteristic
of soft materials in FSI.

We then physically model the bionic prototype by address-
ing the morphology of the cormorant’s flipper and obtain the
input parameters of the dynamics simulation by analyzing the
kinematics of the flipper. With a non-uniformly distributed
stiffness along the surface of the flipper, real flipper deforma-
tion can be replicated. The unsteady hydrodynamic force and
moment are correctly decomposed into three components,



and the obtained numerical modeling results are consistent
with the previous experiment [34]. With the discussion
of the relevant characteristics of biology, the impetus and
attitude adjustment strategies of the cormorant in the take-off
process are achieved, which are consistent with the observed
phenomena (Fig. 1). The velocity and pressure flow field
distribution are instructive to the improved design (including
material selection and structural distribution), as well as the
driving and control modes of bionic flippers.

As a final point, it is worthwhile to mention that further
investigations on related topics are still necessary. The role
of the passive response in the active swimming issues is
worth further discussion, which highlights the extensions
of FSI models to more complex and real configurations
that remains challenging. In addition to bionic computing,
we can achieve an equivalent surface deformation and an
enhanced propulsion effect as a biologically active muscle-
controlled flexible bionic flipper. Furthermore, it can not only
analyze biological phenomena through bionic analysis, but
also manufacture the bionic equipment that can genuinely
realize the value of bionics.
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